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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Transport Properties of Bilayer Graphene Nanoribbons 

 

by 

 

Minsheng Wang 

Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2013 

Professor Kang L. Wang, Chair 

 

Motivated by the rising of the carbon electronics and the potential applications of 

bilayer graphene nanoribbons in both electronics and optics, this thesis focuses on the 

fundamental transport properties of bilayer graphene nanoribbons. Two types of devices 

were fabricated from mechanically exfoliated bilayer graphene films, by using nanowires 

masks and the oxygen plasma etching process. In the back-gated devices, transport 

gaps and Coulomb blockade effect indicate that the disorder-induced potential 

landscape creates quantum dots along the nanoribbons and governs the transport 

property. In the dual-gated devices, the effects of the perpendicular electric field leads 

to the evolution of the transport gap size and the oscillation strength. The interaction 

between the potential landscape and the field-induced gap is proposed to explain the 

observed transport behavior. Our study reveals the dominant factors in the bilayer 
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graphene nanoribbon transport under different conditions. The physical understanding 

presented here points out the possible routes towards future applications. 
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Chapter 1 	

Introduction 

 

 For over half a century, semiconductor electronic devices have been the driving 

force of the world economy, with the capability of scaling down according to Moore’s 

Law.1 At the same time, people are constantly looking for new materials, new device 

structures and new logics to prepare for the end of this scaling down path. Among the 

promising candidates, graphene based electronic materials have attracted many 

research efforts, owing to their extraordinary properties and potential applications in 

many fields, represented by the most intensively studied members:  single-layer 

graphene (SLG), bilayer graphene (BLG) and single-layer graphene nanoribbon (SL-

GNR).2-4 As the most closely related member in the family, the study on bilayer 

graphene nanoribbon (BL-GNR) has been limited until recently, when interesting 

potential applications have been predicted by theoretical calculations.5-10 To obtain 

fundamental knowledge and facilitate future developments of BL-GNRs, this thesis is 

focused on the transport properties of BL-GNRs. For a better understanding, the 

background knowledge on the electronic properties of SLG, BLG, and SL-GNR will be 

reviewed.  
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1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Electronic properties of single-layer graphene (SLG) 

As a single layer of carbon atoms with a honey comb lattice, singe-layer 

graphene is considered the building block of carbon electronics. Various carbon 

materials in different dimensions (e.g. graphite, carbon nanotube and fullerene) can all 

be constructed from these single layer sheets (Figure 1.1).  

 

Figure 1.1 Carbon electronic materials in different dimensions. 3D Graphite (Right), 

1D carbon nanotube (Middle) and 0D Fullerene (Left) can all be constructed from a 2D 

graphene sheet (Top). [From A. K. Geim et al., Nat. Mater, 6(3), 183-191, 2007].2   
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Unlike other carbon allotropes, the physical existence of such a pure 2D lattice 

was not proven until 2005, when quantum Hall features specially belonging to SLG were 

observed in experiments.11, 12 On the contrary to the late experimental discovery, the 

theoretical interests on graphene can be traced back to late 1940s, when the special 

features in the graphene band structure were calculated for the first time.13 

 

Figure 1.2 Graphene lattice and tight binding band diagram. (a) Real space lattice 

and unit cell (dotted rhombus). (b) Reciprocal lattice and Brillouin zone (shaded 

hexagon). (c)  two-band tight binding band diagram of graphene. Inset: energy 

(a) (b)

(c)
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dispersion along high symmetry lines. [From R. Saito et al., World Scientific: 35, 

1998].14 

 

Despite the rich physics introduced by graphene, its band structure is readily 

described by a simple two-band tight binding model. Considering only the Pz orbital (π 

electron) out of four valence electrons and the nearest-neighbor hopping energy,  the 

tight binding Hamiltonian of graphene can be written as: 

	
0

∗ 0
; ∙ ∙ ∙ 																																																					Eq.(1-1) 

Where t (~ 2.7eV) is the nearest-neighbor hopping energy and Ri ( i= 1,2,3) is the 

location vector of the nearest-neighbor atoms.14 The calculated band structure is shown 

in Figure 1.2c. It is clear from the diagram that there is no band gap in SLG. Instead, the 

conduction band and the valence band meet at the K points of the first Brillouin zone, 

which is also referred to as the Dirac point in graphene related literature. Near this point, 

the dispersion can be simply represented by the following linear equation: 

																																																																																																																																													Eq.(1-2) 

Where vF is the Fermi velocity (~106 m/s),  is the Plank constant and k is the electron 

momentum relative to the Dirac point.  

This very unique linear dispersion leads to the zero effective mass, the vanishing 

density of states near the Dirac point and the suppression of the backscattering (Klein 

tunneling).15, 16 Reflected in the graphene field effect transistors (GFET), high intrinsic 
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carrier mobility, ambipolar behavior and efficient field modulation are achieved by many 

research groups.17-19 Despite the lack of the off state from the semi-metallic nature, 

GFET is still considered as a promising candidate for high speed electronics 

applications, such as RF transistors20-22 and frequency doublers.23, 24 At the same time, 

much effort has been made and current research is still ongoing to explore new device 

structures from different aspects, such as PN junctions,25-27 field effect tunneling 

transistors,28, 29 super-lattices,4, 30 spin FETs31-34 and hot electron transistors,35-37 in the 

attempt to utilize the special properties of SLG to achieve new generation of electronic 

devices.  

 

1.1.2 Electronic properties of bilayer graphene (BLG) 

The concept of bilayer graphene is entirely different from simply putting one layer 

of carbon atoms on top of another. The key features to understand the remarkable 

differences between bilayer and single-layer graphene are the relative position (stacking 

order) and the electron hoping energy between atoms in different layers. Among the 

naturally formed bilayer graphene samples, the mostly found order is A-B stacking (also 

called Bernal stacking).38, 39 As illustrated in Figure 1.3a, the sub-lattice A2 sits right on 

top of sub-lattice B1, while B2 projects itself at the center of the equilateral triangle 

formed by A1 atoms.  Since bilayer graphene has the same lattice type in both real and 

reciprocal space as single-layer graphene (Figure1.3b), its primitive cell can be 

constructed by the primitive cells from the two layers. Thus, the Hamiltonian around the 

Dirac point can be written from the eigenstates of single-layer graphene:  
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∆
∆

0 3 ∗

0
0

3 0
∆

∆

																																																																																																Eq.(1-3) 

Where vF is the Fermi velocity in single layer graphene, γ1 (~ 300 meV)40, 41 is the 

hopping integral between B1 and A2, γ3 is the hopping integral between A1 and B2,  is 

the lattice constant,  is the electron momentum  relative to the Dirac point and the 

value 2∆ is the potential difference between the two carbon layers. It is easy to see that 

the top-left and bottom-right 2×2 matrices represent the Hamiltonian of the single layers. 

And the off-diagonal matrix elements come from the coupling between layers. 

 

Figure 1.3 Lattice structure and band diagram of bilayer graphene. (a) Bilayer 

graphene lattice: A1 (green) and B1 (brown) represent the sublattice from the bottom 

layer, while A2 (brown) and B2 (green) mark the sublattice from top layer. γ0 is the in-

(a)

(c) (d)
B1 A1

B2 A2(a)

(a) (a)

(a)

(b)
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plane coupling energy between A1B1, γ1 is the interlayer coupling between B1A2. The 

coupling strength between A1B2 (γ3) and B1B2 (γ4) are ignored in the first order tight 

binding calculations. (b) The first Brillion zone of bilayer graphene. (c) Bilayer graphene 

band diagram when ∆ = 0. (d) Bilayer graphene band diagram when ∆ ≠ 0. [From A. H. 

C. Neto et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 81(1), 183-54, 2009].40 

 

In the simplest case, when the two layers are at the same potential (∆ = 0), the 

solution of the above Hamiltonian gives the band diagram in Figure 1.3c. The four-band 

splitting is expected in bilayer graphene from the tight binding point of view.42 The 

splitting energy is exactly γ1 (~ 300 meV), which is relatively large given the separations 

from both the conduction band and the valence band. So in most of the electrical 

measurements discussed in this study, the higher energy subbands make no 

contributions. For the low energy subbands, the dispersion can be directly obtained 

from the Hamiltonian: 

 , 																																																																																																																																					Eq.(1-4) 

The similarities to single-layer graphene are the zero-gap feature and the existence of 

the Dirac point. However the linear dispersion curves are changed back to a parabolic 

shape. This change has profound effects on the electronic properties of bilayer 

graphene and its transport behaviors.  The effective mass becomes finite and the 

density of state near the band edge (Dirac point) takes a constant value in bilayer 

graphene. This explains why in back-gated bilayer GFETs, higher minimum 
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conductance and less effective gate modulation are usually observed, compared to 

single-layer GFETs.19    

The equation of the band diagram becomes more complicated once a potential 

difference is present between the layers. Under this situation, the expressions for the 

low energy subbands become: 

, ∆
2∆

2 ∆
																																																																																																		Eq.(1-5) 

As shown in Figure 1.3d, a band gap is formed around the Dirac point. To the first order, 

the size of this band gap is approximately 2∆, which is exactly the potential difference 

between layers.41, 43 This gap is also referred to as the field-induced gap (∆EFD) in 

bilayer graphene related literature, since the potential difference between two planes 

with fixed distance is equivalent to a perpendicular electric field. The potential difference 

can be created by putting different charge carriers in the two layers. Both chemical 

doping44 and electrical doping (gate modulation)45-51  have been successfully achieved 

in A-B stacking bilayer graphene. However, the direct and relatively accurate 

observations of ∆EFD were mostly made by optical methods. In electrical 

measurements, even though a high on/off ratio of 100 at room temperature can be 

achieved, the accuracy of the ∆EFD estimation suffers from the existence of the 

disorders in the system.  

 

1.1.3 Electronics properties of single-layer graphene nanoribbons (SL-GNR) 
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As mentioned in 1.1.1, GFETs suffer from the high leakage current at the off 

state, thus are not suitable for logic applications. To increase on/off ratio, graphene 

nanoribbons (SL-GNRs) were studied soon after the rising of graphene.52, 53  The idea is 

to use quantum confinement to create an energy gap in this otherwise gapless material, 

which is supported by several theoretical predictions that remarkable energy gaps can 

exist in narrow SL-GNRs with certain ideal edge configurations.54-57 Indeed, scalable 

gap-like behaviors were observed in electrical measurements.53 However, later on, 

together with the detailed characterization of the graphene surface potential58 and the 

nanoribbon edges59-61, researchers realized the insulating state is not from a real 

quantum confinement gap but a so-called transport gap (∆ETR), representing the 

blockade effect in the carrier transport process. Two models have been developed for 

the formation of ∆ETR in SL-GNRs: the spontaneously formed quantum dots62 and the 

Anderson localization from the defects/edges states.63, 64 Although the existence of both 

phenomena is generally accepted, it is still debated between research groups that which 

one has the dominant effect, especially because of the large differences between the 

SL-GNRs obtained by different groups.65-73 Nevertheless, high on/off ratios (up to 106) 

are achieved in some extremely scaled SL-GNRs.74 At this scale, however, SL-GNRs 

are getting more sensitive to the environment (e.g. charge impurities) and the extra 

scattering from edges. As a result, carrier mobility reduces dramatically in SL-GNRs 

compared to graphene and CNT.74, 75  

Beside transistors, other applications, such as field controlled ferromagnetisms,76 

are predicted for SL-GNRs as well. However, a perfect edge is also required for such 

devices to work properly.  
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1.2 Motivation and task of the work 

Compared to its counterpart SL-GNR, the study of BL-GNR was quite limited. 

Similarities are anticipated considering some of the common properties of single-layer 

and bilayer graphene, such as semi-metallic band structure and sensitivity to the 

disorders, while interesting new phenomena are expected when the interlayer coupling 

is involved.40  

On the theoretical front, band gap opening is also possible but relying on the 

edge types as in SL-GNRs.77, 78 At the same time, BL-GNRs have been predicted to 

exhibit strong optical responses in the terazhertz regime,5, 6 and tunable magnetic 

properties7-10 for photonics and spintronics applications.  

On the experimental side, to our best knowledge, little has been done on BL-GNRs, 

except some room temperature characterization79 and noise measurements from the 

variability point of view.80, 81 The fundamental transport properties of BL-GNRs and 

especially the effects from the field-induced gap had not been explored until the study 

presented in this thesis.  

In the following chapters, special fabrication issues will be introduced in Chapter 

2 and the transport properties of two types of devices, back-gated BL-GNRs and dual-

gated BL-GNRs will be discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 respectively. 
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Chapter 2 	

Fabrication and measurement of bilayer graphene nanoribbon devices 

 

 In this chapter, the fabrication process for bilayer graphene nanoribbon (BL-GNR) 

devices will be described in detail. Owing to the novelty of graphene and related 

materials (including BL-GNR), the fabrication methods are relatively immature. 

Furthermore, because of the nature of some steps (e.g., the mechanical exfoliation 

process), the yield is not very high and many practices and repeats are required to gain 

satisfactory results. Nevertheless, these methods are still chosen over their alternatives 

to avoid possible complications in the analysis, since the purpose is to understand the 

physics instead of mass production at the current stage. The measurement setups are 

also described at the end of the chapter. 

  Based on the methods for SL-GNR fabrication, there are three possible ways to 

obtain BL-GNRs: etching graphene films, 53, 69-71, 82  unzipping carbon nanotubes 

(CNTs)83 and deriving nanoribbons chemically.84 Each method has its own merits and 

disadvantages. For unzipping carbon nanotubes, the starting material has to be double 

wall carbon nanotubes. Also the width of the top layer will be different from the width of 

the bottom layer, owing to the original diameter difference. This may be desirable for 

special applications,8 but not for general purposes. For deriving nanoribbons chemically, 

devices with different layer numbers are produced at the same time. The percentage of 

each type is determined by process parameters. Hence, a secondary method is 

required to select the bilayer ribbons (e.g. Raman or AFM), whose accuracy suffers 
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from the small device size or the surface interaction. So in the context of fabricating BL-

GNRs, the most reliable way is to start from bilayer graphene films, whose layer number 

and stacking order can be clearly determined at large scale, and then pattern down to 

nanoribbons.  

 

2.1 Obtain single to few layer graphene films 

2.1.1 Mechanical exfoliation 

The starting graphene films in this work are produced by the mechanical 

exfoliation method, also known as the scotch tape method, which has been used to 

make high quality single to few layer graphene films since 2004.85  

This method starts with placing a small piece of graphite, such as Kish graphite, 

natural graphite or highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), usually several millimeters 

in diameter and less than one millimeter in thickness, onto a stripe of scotch tape. Then 

we fold and unfold the tape repeatedly. Due to the layered structure of graphite and the 

weak interaction between layers,86 thin flakes of graphite will be separated and spread 

on the tape surface. An example of the scotch tape surface after the folding process is 

shown in Figure 2.1b. Then the tape will be pressed facedown to a clean substrate 

piece (usually degenerately doped silicon with 300 nm thermally grown oxide). After 

pushing the back side of the tape against the substrate gently, the tape will be removed 

from the substrate surface in a slow and controlled motion. The key concept of the 

mechanical exfoliation process is to utilize the Van der Waals force between the freshly 

cleaved graphite surface and the relatively clean flat substrate surface to hold down the 
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graphene (see Figure 2.1a). Here the clean graphite surface is created by the repeated 

folding and the target substrate must be treated with proper cleaning processes. 

 

Figure 2.1 Mechanical exfoliation process. (a) Schematic of the mechanical 

exfoliation process. [From K. S. Novoselov et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 83(3), 836-849, 

2011].4 (b) Typical tape surface after exfoliating graphite. (c) An exfoliated bilayer 

graphene film on a typical SiO2 (300nm)/Si substrate. The scale bar equals to 10 

micrometers.  

(a)

(b) (c)
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As we can see from the above description, this method is not very efficient. Many 

steps cannot be well controlled. Instead, they largely rely on experience and practice. 

Nevertheless, even though the efficiency and the repeatability of this method are not 

able to match up to industrial standards, the quality and the size of the produced films 

are well fitted to the needs of scientific research. 

Beside the low efficiency and repeatability issues, there are several important 

details in the process, which can affect the results greatly.  

One of the major problems in the mechanical exfoliation process is the 

randomness of the size, shape and position of the produced films. To be able to locate 

the desired films and facilitate the following fabrication steps, the substrates are usually 

pre-patterned with markers, numbers and large size pads. These patterns are fabricated 

by traditional photolithography and lift-off process, which easily leaves photo resist 

residue on the substrate. This can reduce the adhesion between graphene and the 

substrate. So an oxygen plasma cleaning process is a very important yet easily ignored 

step. The quantity and quality of the produced graphene films will be severely degraded 

if this cleaning step is skipped.  

The height of the pre-patterned marks, numbers and pads can also be a potential 

issue to the yield, since it may prevent the close contact between the tape and the 

substrate. One solution is to leave enough space between these pre-patterned features. 

As long as the spacing is much larger than the possible size of the graphene films, it will 

not affect the results very much.  
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An alternative method is to do the mechanical exfoliation first on clean out-of-box 

substrates without going through the photolithography step. However, once the films are 

deposited on the substrate, patterning of the markers and numbers is still needed for 

the following device fabrication. Although the adhesion and the interface between 

graphene  and the substrate will not be affected, photo-resist residue will be induced on 

top of the existing graphene films.87 This residue can't be removed by oxygen plasma 

owing to the nature of carbon materials. It has certain chance to degrade the contact 

between graphene and source-drain metals in the later process steps. There are also 

chances that the later patterned marks, numbers and pads may land on top of the 

exfoliated graphene films, further reducing the already low yield of the whole process.  

Another consideration is the choice of the tape. Different researchers tend to use 

different kinds of tapes. The purpose is to get a high yield of graphene films, without 

leaving too much tap residue on the substrate. On the folded tape, there are patches 

not covered by graphite flakers but exposed bare tape surface. When pushed down, the 

adhesive materials on the tape will be transferred to the substrate at the same time. 

This residue sometime can be very close to the graphene film, and may move around 

during the following fabrication steps causing contamination on graphene. Because 

graphene itself is fragile to oxidizers, the choice of chemicals the can be used to remove 

residues is limited. The chemicals we have tried in our study including acetone, 

isopropyl alcohol (IPA), PG remover and N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP). It has been 

proved that completely removal of this residue without damaging graphene is very hard. 

The choice of good tapes can in a sense alleviate the severeness of this problem. The 

‘3M Magic Tape’ is a good candidate based on our experiences.  
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2.1.2 Grown and transferred from Ni and Cu 

One of the alternative ways of getting thin graphene films is to use chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD) to synthesize them on a transition metal surface, such as Cu, Ni. 

Then, the films can be transferred onto almost any target substrates. Both the growth 

and the transfer process have been intensively studied by several research groups88-90 

to obtain large size uniform graphene films at low cost for production and application 

purpose. In fact, large size flexible displays using single-layer CVD graphene as 

transparent and flexible electrodes have been demonstrated by Samsung in 2010.91  

However, for this particular project, the CVD grown graphene films are not good 

candidates as the starting material for two reasons. First, most of the growth effort has 

been put in the development of single-layer graphene films, which are very successfully 

achieved on copper substrates. However, the growth of bilayer graphene films with A-B 

stacking order was not well developed until recently.92 Second, the nature of the CVD 

growth of graphene decides that the crystallinity of the grown film is not in long range 

order. Domains with different orientations will form in one continuous film depending on 

the crystallinity of the metal substrate.93 Owing to the nature of the patterning methods 

we can use to obtain graphene nanoribbons at this stage, there is no guarantee that the 

produced ribbons will be formed on a single domain. If there are domain boundaries 

within a nanoribbon, further complications will be introduced into the already 

complicated system. Hence, even if the CVD grown A-B stacking bilayer graphene is 

available, it will not be the preferred choice for this project. 

It may be interesting to study the effect of domain boundaries on the transport 

properties of single-layer or bilayer graphene nanoribbons in the future, using CVD 
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graphene as the starting material. In that case, surface scanning methods with atomic 

resolution are needed to identify the grain boundaries in the nanoribbons.  

 

2.1.3 CVD growth from silicon carbide substrates 

 Another way of growing thin graphene films is the high temperature growth on 

silicon carbide (SiC) substrates.  The idea is based on the fact that along certain crystal 

orientation the SiC substrates have alternating silicon face and carbon face, with similar 

crystal structure compared to graphene. This enables the layer by layer epitaxial growth 

of the carbon atoms under controlled conditions.94 

 The drawbacks of this method include the high cost of the SiC substrate, the 

requirements of high temperature and high level vacuum. And for the growth of bilayer 

graphene, even though SiC is a insulator, the wetting layer presented in the epitaxial 

growth is still troublesome for the electronic characterization. Also the dual-gated 

structure is hard to be fabricated on SiC substrates. Furthermore, the existence of grain 

boundaries is still a potential problem. For all the above reasons, graphene films grown 

on SiC substrates are also not suitable for this project.   

 

2.2 Identify bilayer graphene films 

After we obtained the graphene films by exfoliation on SiO2/Si substrates, the 

substrates are then subjected to inspection under regular microscopes. Even with 

atomic layer thickness, single to few layer graphene films can still be located by eyes 

given the right thickness of the underneath layers, i.e., 300 nm thermal SiO2 on Si.85 The 
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next thing is to identify the layer number and stacking order of these graphene films and 

select the A-B stacking bilayer ones. 

 

2.2.1 Optical contrast under microscope 

 Even with only one atomic layer, graphene has certain light absorption and 

reflection. This gives the different contrast for the graphene films with different layer 

numbers. Experiences can be gained by enough practices to roughly tell single-layer 

and bilayer graphene films just through the microscopes. At the same time, computer 

based digital image processing can certainly be used to distinguish graphene films with 

different layer numbers, i.e., in the pictures taken by a microscope, the brightness of the 

layer can be one of the evidence of single or bilayer graphene films. However, the 

thickness of the silicon oxide on silicon substrates can vary from wafer to wafer and 

sample to sample. This brings difficulties to the inspection by bare eyes. In this case, 

calibrations need to be done at the beginning by incorporating other methods. 

Furthermore, from the microscope pictures, the stacking order cannot be identified for a 

bilayer graphene film. Despite the different electronic properties of bilayer graphene with 

different stacking orders,38, 95 there is no reported difference on their optical contrast. 

 It is also worth noting that if other substrates need to be used for different 

applications, a substrate material stack needs to be developed based on the multiple-

layer-reflection model under lights with different wavelengths.96 This has been 

developed in other work within our group. For an example, we have successfully 
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developed right substrate stacks that enable us to find single-layer and bilayer graphene 

films in close contact to silicon and lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) substrates.97, 98  

  

2.2.2 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

 Another way of identifying the layer number of a graphene film is to directly 

measure the thickness by atomic force microscopy (AFM). AFM is a widely used 

method to characterize surface morphology with atomic resolution. In this case, the step 

height on the edges of graphene films can be characterized and may be used to obtain 

the layer number.  

 Based on the information extracted from graphite, the thickness of a single 

carbon atom layer is ~4 angstrom. However, owing to the unavoidable surface 

absorptions (e.g., water molecules from the atmosphere and the possible fabrication 

residue), the measured thickness for single-layer graphene films vary from 0.4 nm to 1.2 

nm on the most commonly used SiO2/Si substrates. On the other hand, the 4 angstroms 

step height between graphene films with one layer number difference can be accurately 

detected (see Figure 2.2). As a result, the thickness measured by AFM can range from 

0.8 nm to 1.6 nm for a bilayer graphene film, and from 1.2 nm to 2.0 nm for a tri-layer 

graphene film. Therefore, it is not possible to distinguish the bilayer graphene ones from 

single-layer and tri-layer graphene films solely based on the AFM measurement results. 
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Figure 2.2 AFM measurements on single and bilayer graphene films. AA’ (line with 

red markers) measures the step height between a single-layer graphene film and the 

substrate (~1.2 nm); BB’ (line with blue markers) measures the step between the single-

layer graphene film and an adjacent bilayer graphene film (~0.4 nm). The layer numbers 

are confirmed by micro-Raman spectra.  
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 From the above discussion, AFM itself is not a good technique to determine the 

layer number of a graphene film. Some other calibration methods must be used to 

reduce the possible variations. Furthermore, AFM is a contacting method, which may 

introduce potential contamination to graphene or damage the lattice, if wrong 

parameters are used. For this consideration, tapping mode is preferred over contacting 

mode, if AFM is absolutely needed for graphene samples (e.g., to measure the width of 

a graphene nanoribbon).  

 

2.2.3 Raman spectroscopy 

 Raman spectroscopy is a fast, easy, non-destructive and very accurate way to 

identify single-layer and bilayer graphene. There are three major signals used in the 

Raman characterization of a graphene film, D band, G band and 2D band. The D band 

signal (~ 1345 cm-1) represents defects in the graphene/graphite system. It cannot be 

ignored in graphite samples because of the flicker boundaries inside, but becomes 

almost invisible in the mechanical exfoliated graphene films except near the edges.99 

The G band signal usually shows a sharp single peak near ~1580 cm-1. It corresponds 

to the E2g phonon from the in-plane oscillation of the graphene lattice.100  So the 

intensity of the G band signal increases proportionally with the layer number in 

graphene thin films. This can be one of the signatures to distinguish single-layer, bilayer 

and tri-layer graphene. The 2D band signal is from the double resonance Raman 

process, which involves both electron and phonon bands, as shown in Figure 2.3. An 

electron can be excited by an incident photon. Then it interacts with two phonons and 

then goes back its original state by emitting another photon with a different energy. 
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Because of the difference in the band structure, there is only one process contributing 

strongly to the single-layer graphene spectrum (Figure 2.3a), while four choices exist in 

the bilayer graphene case (Figure 2.3b). 

 

Figure 2.3 Double resonant Raman process in (a) single-layer and (b) bilayer 

graphene. Only the q > K phonons are illustrated. The other two types (q ~K and q < K) 

have much smaller contribution to the Raman intensity. [From A. C. Ferrari et al., Phys. 

Rev. Lett. 97(18), 187401-4, 2006]101  

(a)

(b)
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As a result, the single-layer 2D band shows a sharp single Lorentzian peak at 

~2700 cm-1 (Figure 2.4 top spectrum), while the bilayer 2D band can always be 

decomposed to four peaks near the same wave number (Figure 2.4 middle spectrum). 

Although the exact positions of the G band and 2D band peaks are related to the doping 

of the graphene films through the electron-phonon coupling effect,99 the peak spacings 

between these four peaks are always very consistent through our experiments (~ 35, 20 

and 15 cm-1) and in good agreement with the theoretical prediction.101 For thicker films 

(e.g., trilayer graphene), the 2D band splitting can be much more complicated, so that 

simple fitting cannot be obtained (Figure 2.4 bottom spectrum).102 Therefore, the Raman 

spectrum provides us a very accurate and efficient way to select AB stacking bilayer 

ones from all the exfoliated graphene films.  

 

Figure 2.4 Comparison of Raman spectra for single-layer, bilayer and tri-layer 

graphene. The G band signal intensity increase with layer numbers. The 2D band 
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signal: a single sharp peak in single-layer graphene (top), a typical four-peak 

decomposition in bilayer graphene (middle) and two-peak splitting in Trilayer graphene 

(bottom). The layer number of the trilayer graphene is confirmed by the AFM measured 

step height from an adjacent bilayer piece. The incident laser wavelength: 514 nm. 

 

2.2.4 Quantum Hall effect (QHE) 

 The signature of the bilayer graphene band structure can also be found in the 

quantum Hall measurements, which distinguishes itself from both regular two 

dimensional semiconductors and single-layer graphene films (Figure 2.5).  

 

Figure 2.5 Quantum Hall effect in (a) single-layer graphene and (b) bilayer graphene. 

The conductivity step at the Dirac point ( n ~ 0 ) is 2ge2/h in bilayer graphene compared 

to ge2/h in single-layer graphene, indicating a double degenerated lowest Landau level. 

This step is completely missing in the quantum Hall effect from regular 2D 

(a) (b)
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semiconductors, owing to the missing 0th order Landau level. [From K. S. Novoselov et 

al., Nat. Phys. 2(3), 177-180, 2006].103 

 

 The disadvantages of this method are also obvious. The whole fabrication 

process including etching of the Hall bar structure and putting on at least five contacts 

needs to be done before the measurements, not to mention the high magnetic field and 

the low temperature requirements. So this method is usually used to fabricate control 

devices to examine the quality of graphene films, rather than select bilayer graphene 

pieces at the beginning stage of the whole process.  

 

2.3 Patterning BL-GNR devices 

 After selecting the AB stacking bilayer graphene films, the next step is to etch 

them into nanoribbons. This requires masks with a proper size and an etching process 

to transfer the shape of the mask to the bilayer graphene film. The masks can be made 

from either the electron beam lithography (EBL), chemical synthesis methods104 or 

transferred nanowires,82 while the etching can be done by either ion milling with 

bombardment by non-reactive atoms (argon plasma) or chemical reactions with bias 

radicals (oxygen plasma).  

 For the masks from EBL and the chemical synthesis methods, the etching 

processes produce nanoribbons with the same shape as the masks. On the other hand, 

when nanowires with a cylinder shape are used, by the oxygen plasma etching, we can 

obtain nanoribbons thinner than the diameter of the nanowires, due to the smaller 
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contact area and the isotropic nature of the chemical reaction (Figure 2.6a). 

Furthermore, it has also been pointed out that there is less edge roughness in the 

nanoribbons made by nanowire masks than the ones made from EBL process.82 Based 

on the above facts, nanowire masks and oxygen plasma etching are chosen for our BL-

GNR devices.   

 

Figure 2.6 Etching BL-GNRs by nanowire masks and oxygen plasma. (a) 

Schematic of the etching process. (b) Microscope picture of silicon nanowires on a 

bilayer graphene film. The scale bar is 10 µm. (c) AFM image of a typical etched BL-

GNR (~50 nm in width). The scale bar is 100 nm.  
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The process for transferring nanowires onto the existing bilayer graphene films is 

similar to the mechanical exfoliation (Figure 2.6b), which is also not well controlled and 

largely depends on experience and practice. The etching is done with the following 

parameters: 10 millitorr oxygen, 50 Watts RIE power, 10 seconds. Typical etching result 

is shown in Figure 2.6c.  

 

2.4 Top-gate fabrication 

To fabricate dual-gated devices, the top gate dielectrics need to be deposited on 

BL-GNRs. High quality high-κ dielectrics (Al2O3, HfO2, etc.) are usually grown by atomic 

layer deposition (ALD) process. The ALD process relies on the chemical reactions 

between the substrate surface and selected chemicals, which is usually inhibited by the 

inert natural of the graphene surface. Hence the attempts to directly grow ALD 

dielectrics end up with nothing on the graphene films/GNRs. Different methods have 

been developed to solve this problem. Evaporated gate materials (e.g. SiO2) have been 

used,46 but usually suffer from high leakage currents. Polymer coating followed by the 

ALD growth is a better choice preferred by several research groups,51 yet the gate stack 

is more complicated for the analysis. In our study, a thin layer of aluminum (~1.2 nm) is 

first evaporated on the Bl-GNRs at room temperature. Although pin-holes tend to form 

under this situation, the following ALD steps will oxide the aluminum first and use it as 

nuclei centers for the chemical reactions. This method has been developed to create 

tunneling junctions between graphene/metal interface,31, 105 and also used by other 

groups for top gates on graphene films.106 The resulting Al2O3 films on our BL-GNRs are 
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of good quality in terms of the permittivity, the void percentage, the leakage current 

density and the break down voltage. 

  

2.5 Measurements 

 For the purpose of characterizing the transport properties, the measurements are 

conducted under pumped liquid helium temperature (1.7 K) to minimize the thermal 

energy. Both the low temperature Dewar from AMI Inc. and the physical properties 

measurement system (PPMS) from Quantum Design Inc. have been used. Electrical 

measurements were conducted using a standard low frequency lock-in setup (f < 1k Hz, 

δVac ~ 100 µV). (Unless stated otherwise, e.g. for temperature dependence 

measurements). 

 

Figure 2.7 Measurement setups. (a) Low temperature Dewar from AMI Inc. (b) PPMS 

from Quantum Design Inc.  

 

(a) (b)(a) (b)
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2.6 Summary 

 In this chapter, the fabrication process and the measurement setups for our BL-

GNR devices are described. A-B stacking bilayer graphene films were obtained by the 

mechanical exfoliation method on highly doped Si substrate with 300 nm thermal SiO2. 

Micro-Raman spectroscopy was used to identify the layer number and the stacking 

order. BL-GNRs were etched by oxygen plasma using transferred silicon nanowires 

masks. The top gate dielectrics were deposited with a thin layer of aluminum 

evaporation followed by ALD Al2O3 growth. All the electrodes were fabricated by EBL 

and standard lift-off process with Ti/Au. The electrical measurements were conducted at 

pumped liquid helium temperature using the standard low frequency lock-in setup.  

 Special attentions were paid for certain steps to improve the yield and avoid 

complications in the analysis. This process is not a very efficient one, but it has well 

served the purpose of understanding the transport properties of BL-GNRs.  
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Chapter 3 	

Transport properties of back-gated bilayer graphene nanoribbons 

 

 The first type of devices investigated in this study is the back-gated bilayer 

graphene nanoribbon (BL-GNR) on 300nm thermal silicon oxide (SiO2) with highly 

doped silicon substrate as back gate electrodes (Figure 3.1a). Even though the 

thickness of the dielectric is far from the standard of industrial requirements, because of 

the fabrication process used at current stage (discussed in Chapter 2), this structure is 

the most straightforward choice. The AFM scan of a typical BL-GNR made from the 

nanowire etching masks is also shown in Figure 3.1b.  

 

Figure 3.1 Back-gated BL-GNR device. (a) Device structure of a back-gated BL-GNR 

and the schematic of the measurement setup. The source-drain contacts are Ti/Au. The 
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thickness of the SiO2 is 300 nm, and the degenerately doped (>2 × 1019 cm-3) silicon 

substrate is used as back gate electrodes.  (b) AFM image of one of the fabricated BL-

GNRs using nanowire masks. The width of this BL-GNR is 50 nm (scale bar: 100 nm). 

 

3.1 Energy Gaps in Bilayer Graphene nanoribbons  

 As a confined electronic system, energy gaps are expected in BL-GNRs. Gap-

like behavior is indeed observed in the measurement. Figure 3.2 is a typical differential 

conductance (G	≡	dI/dVDS) map as a function of both the back-gate modulation (VBG) 

and the source-drain bias (VDS). It is clear that a gapped region (blue or nearly blue 

color) extends in both horizontal and vertical directions. The analysis of this region 

reveals the basic transport properties of BL-GNRs.  

 

Figure 3.2 Typical G Vs VBG and VDS map measured from back-gated BL-GNRs. 

Gapped region with nearly zero conductance (blue region) observed within certain VBG 

and VDS ranges.  
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3.1.1 Gap-like behavior in BL-GNRs 

 At low temperatures, the energy band diagram can be probed using differential 

conductance measurements by applying a small δVac and setting VDS = 0V. This 

corresponds to the trace along the center line in the map of Figure 3.2. The obtained G 

~ VBG curve is presented in Figure 3.3a. (At elevated VDS, the energy profile of the 

device is modified by the lateral electrical field, so is the conductance behavior, Figure 

3.3a inset). It is worth mentioning that the smooth method suggested by literature70 has 

been adapted to remove the very dense oscillation peaks both inside and outside the 

gapped region. This smoothing method helps to resolve the properties of BL-GNRs from 

a large gate-voltage/energy range. Detailed analysis of the oscillation peaks will be 

presented later.   

From the curve in Figure 3.3a, the overall behavior of the BL-GNR includes the 

highly suppressed conductance in the gapped region (from VBG = 10 V to 16 V in this 

ribbon) and the highly repeatable oscillation peaks within. Based on the band structure 

of bilayer graphene40, this gap in the energy scale can be calculated using the following 

equation: 

∆
∆
2 ∗ 																																																																																																																						(Eq. 3-1) 

where m*(= 0.054me) is the effective mass near the Dirac point,41 ∆VBG (= 6 V) is the 

gap value in the voltage scale, and ĈBG (= 1.04×10-21 F/nm2) is the capacitance per unit 

area that takes into account the fringing effect for this nanometer size structure.107, 108 

The estimated gap is ∆ETR = 87 meV for this particular BL-GNR.   
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Figure 3.3 Gap-like behavior in BL-GNRs. (a) The conductance (G) dependence on 

the back-gate (VBG) modulation at zero source-drain DC bias (VDS = 0 V). Between VBG 

= 10V ~ 16V (∆VBG = 6 V), G is strongly suppressed with repeatable resonance peaks. 

The corresponding transport gap is ∆ETR = 87 meV. Inset: G ~ VBG curves at different 
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VDS biases. The gap-like behavior disappears at elevated source-drain biases. (b) G ~ 

VDS curves at different back-gate voltages.  Gap-like behavior (blue curve) can be 

observed when VBG is set within the transport gap region.  

 

3.1.2 Theoretical gaps in BL-GNR 

  To properly understand the transport properties, it is necessary to theoretically 

estimate the energy gaps and to compare with the measurement results shown above. 

In the BL-GNRs, the quantum confinement is one of the possible reasons for energy 

gaps. As mentioned before, the detailed value of the confinement gap in a graphene 

nanoribbon system highly depends on its edge configurations.7 As a result, in our 

experiment, without the control of both the edge type and consistency, the accurate 

number cannot be obtained. However, an estimation of this gap can be acquired 

through basic quantum mechanics using the following equation:    

∆ ~ ∗ 																																																																																																																																					(Eq. 3-2) 

where ∆EgC is the confinement energy gap and w (~ 50 nm) is the width of this BL-GNR. 

The estimated quantum confinement gap is ∆EgC ~ 5.6 meV. 

 Another possible energy gap from the theoretical point of view in a BL-GNR is 

the field-induced gap (∆EFD),41, 43 which is directly related to the perpendicular electric 

field across the two carbon layers. By adapting the method described in reference,49 the 

vertical electric displacement field is ~ 0.18 V/nm near the Dirac point in our 

measurements, and the corresponding field-induced gap is ∆EFD ~ 18 meV. 
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3.1.3 Transport gap and its origin 

 By comparison between the experimental results and the theoretical estimations, 

it can be seen clearly that ∆ETR >> ∆EgC + ∆EFD. This indicates the gap-like behavior of 

BL-GNRs is not only determined by the energy gaps but also by other factors in the 

system. Considering the similarities to the gap-like behaviors described in the single-

layer graphene nanoribbons (SL-GNRs) literature,69-71 we believe the observed 

insulating state originates from the transport gap induced by the disorders along the 

nanoribbon. 

 There are two main sources of disorders in the BL-GNR system: charge 

impurities and edge disorders. They can cause different effects on the transport 

behavior.  

Charge impurities exist universally in graphene related electronic systems (e.g. 

SLG, BLG, SL-GNR and BL-GNR). They are mainly from the environment close to the 

graphene samples, including oxide charges near the substrate surface, trapped charges 

between the graphene-substrate interface, contaminations from the fabrication process 

and atmosphere absorptions. These charges can cause the surface potential fluctuation 

and induce the so-called ‘electron-hole puddles’ in a graphene film. When the Fermi 

level (EF) is set close to the Dirac point, patches with extra electrons or holes scatter in 

the sample, according to the distribution of the charge impurities. The potential 

fluctuation and electron-hole puddles in both single-layer and bilayer graphene films 

have been directly observed by scanning tunneling microscopes (STMs),58, 109, 110 as 

shown in Figure 3.4 (a) & (b).  
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Figure 3.4 Surface potential fluctuation (electron-hole puddles) in single-layer and 

bilayer graphene films. (a) Spatial carrier density variation in a single-layer graphene 

film when the average carrier density is zero. The blue region represents electrons and 

the red region represents holes. [From J. Martin et al., Nat. Phys. 4(2), 144-148, 

2008].58 (b) Spatial variation of the surface potential of a bilayer graphene film. Both 

positive and negative shifts are observed, presented by different colors. Data are 

(a)

(b)
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extracted from the 2D differential conductance map from STM measurements. [From A. 

Deshpande et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 95(24), 243509, 2009].109 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Schematic of quantum dots formed in a graphene nanoribbon from the 

edge roughness. The necks separated the quantum dots, causing Coulomb blockade 

effect in the carrier transport. [From F. Sols et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 99(16), 166803, 

2007].62 

 

On the other hand, edge disorders are mainly from the graphene lattice. They 

have stronger effects on the nanostructures (e.g. SL-GNR and BL-GNR) than the large 
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scale samples. Due to the fabrication limitations, edge disorders in graphene 

nanoribbons are unavoidable at this stage, and have been observed in various forms 

(e.g. missing atoms, extra atoms, reformed edges and misalignments).60, 61 In 

theoretical studies, several effects of edge disorders have been predicted. The first is to 

form quantum dots along graphene nanoribbons.58, 62 As shown in Figure 3.5, when the 

size of the edge roughness is comparable to the width of the ribbon, single quantum dot 

or a chain of quantum dots can appear along the longitudinal direction, which mostly 

happens in extremely scaled cases.  Another one is to induce localized edge states.64, 

111 These states can also contribute to the potential fluctuation of the whole graphene 

system, and change the local carrier density.112 Oscillation peaks in conductance can 

also rise from the resonant between edge states, but these peaks are often randomly 

distributed rather than highly periodical compared to those from quantum dots.63  

Both charge impurities and edge disorders exist in the bilayer graphene ribbons 

at the same time.109, 113 Their contributions to the transport properties can be revealed 

from the detailed analysis of the measurement results.  

 

3.2 Quantum dot behavior in bilayer graphene nanoribbons 

 To gain more information about the transport properties of BL-GNRs and the 

effects of the disorders, we zoom into the gapped region and take a closer look at the 

oscillation peaks.  
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3.2.1 Coulomb diamonds and Coulomb oscillations 

 From the colored conductance map shown in Figure 3.6, Coulomb diamonds are 

clearly resolved within this small back-gate modulation range. The periodicity of the 

Coulomb diamonds suggests it is unlikely to result from the resonance between the 

localized states,69 but a strong indication of the existence of quantum dots in our BL-

GNR.  

 

Figure 3.6 Color map: conductance versus VBG and VDS. The periodic Coulomb 

diamonds indicate the quantum dot nature of the BL-GNR. 

 

In the context of quantum dots, a lot of information can be obtained from the 

detailed analysis of these Coulomb diamonds.114 The charging energy of the quantum 

dot is estimated to be EC ~ 1.6 meV and the back-gate lever arm α = CG/CTotal ~0.1, 

where CG is the back-gate capacitance and CTotal is the total coupling capacitance 
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connected to the quantum dot. These numbers are later used to estimate the size of the 

quantum dot (session 3.2.3).  

If the source-drain bias VDS is set to zero, the Coulomb oscillation peaks can be 

observed on the G ~ VBG curve (see Figure 3.7). These peaks represent the Coulomb 

blockade effect, which dominates the transport properties of a quantum dot. According 

to the quantum dot theory,114 the Coulomb oscillation peaks can be fitted by the 

following equation:  

	 ∝
2.5

																																																																																																		(Eq.3-3) 

Where αG is the back gate lever arm extracted from the Coulomb diamonds, VPeak is the 

voltage corresponding to the peak conductance, kB is the Boltzmann constant and Te(th) 

is the electron temperature in the system.  

 

Figure 3.7 Periodic Coulomb oscillation peaks. Every single peak is fitted (green 

lines) by the equation G ∼ cosh-2[eαBG(VBG-Vpeak)/2.5kBTe(th)], where the sum (red line) of 
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all peaks matches the measurement data (black line) very well. The peak number (1, 2, 

3…) is labeled to help extracting the peak spacing (see Figure 3.10). 

 

Through adjusting Te(th) and VPeak, all the oscillations can be fitted by Eq. 3-3. As 

shown in Figure 3.7, the sum of the fitted single peaks (red curve) accurately 

reproduces the measurement results (black curve). This not only corroborates the 

quantum dot nature of our BL-GNR, but also provides the accurate values of the peak 

position and the electron temperature (Te th 	=	2.1±0.5 K).  

 

3.2.2 Origin of the quantum dots in BL-GNRs 

 From the Coulomb diamonds and the periodical Coulomb oscillations, the 

existence of quantum dots is confirmed in our BL-GNR devices. In order to further 

understand the behavior of the quantum dots and their effects on the transport property, 

it is necessary to find out the origin of such a structure in BL-GNRs.  

The first possible source is geometrical confinement. In fact, in several 

literatures, specially designed single-layer and bilayer quantum dots have been 

achieved with electron beam lithography and oxygen plasma etching by several other 

research groups.65, 115, 116 In such cases, the source and drain barriers have very 

different sizes comparing to the quantum dots. It also has been illustrated theoretically 

that in highly scaled graphene nanoribbons, edge disorders can cause the formation of 

the quantum dots.62 In our BL-GNR, however, as seen from the AFM image presented 
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in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.6), no such constrains can be observed. So we exclude the 

geometrical effects. 

 

Figure 3.8 Potential landscape along a line cross a graphene sample. (a) the 

inverse compressibility measured by a scanable single-electron transistor (SET). The 

back dash line represents the position of the Dirac point determined by the kinetic 

energy fitting. (b) The position of the Dirac point from (a) comparing to the simple 

(a)

(b)
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subtraction method between surface potential at different back-gate bias. [From J. 

Martin et al., Nat. Phys. 4(2), 144-148, 2008].58 

 

Alternatively, the source-drain barriers of a quantum dot can be created by 

tunneling junctions or PN junctions. As mentioned in session 3.1.3, disorders in bilayer 

graphene film can cause surface potential fluctuation, and form electron-hole puddles. 

Once we focus on a single line, this surface potential fluctuation becomes a potential 

landscape (see Figure 3.8).  

This phenomenon also presents in the lateral confined graphene nanoribbons. 

Depending on the relative position between the potential landscape and the Fermi level 

of a BL-GNR, PN junctions will form along the carrier transport path. The portion 

between each adjacent PN junction pair can be considered as a quantum dot. As a 

result, each BL-GNR can be treated as a chain of quantum dots. Since electron-hole 

puddles are randomly distributed in bilayer graphene, the number and size of quantum 

dots in BL-GNRs also have large variations. 

In our BL-GNR, the periodic Coulomb blockade oscillations exclude the picture of 

a multi-dot system consisting of various dot sizes although multi-dot behaviors are 

detected in other BL-GNR samples. In a multi-dot configuration, if the dots are exactly 

identical in size and potential profile, we would observe the same periodicity. This is 

because for each dot a slight difference in size and potential would lead to different 

charging energies (size) and S/D barriers (potential profile) and cause peak splitting 

upon gate modulation and/or temperature increase. However, the chance of having 
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identical dots along the width and/or along the channel is extremely low. Thus, we 

believe that the data represent a single dot configuration. According to the quantum dot 

literature,117-119 this can further be confirmed by measuring the temperature dependence 

of the oscillation peaks (Figure 3.9). As the temperature is decreased, no splitting is 

observed in the periodic conductance peaks, but only a parallel shift of the peak 

positions occurs. The peaks become sharper with decreasing temperature as the 

thermal broadening of the carrier distribution function reduces. This corroborates the 

fact that our bilayer graphene nanoribbon is operating in a single quantum dot regime 

within the measured VBG range.  

 

Figure 3.9 Periodic Coulomb oscillation peaks at different temperatures. With 

decreasing temperature, the peaks do not split, but shift parallel. The peaks become 

sharper at lower temperature because the thermal broadening reduces. This indicates 

that the BL-GNR is operating in the single dot regime within the measured VBG range. 
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3.2.3 Size of the quantum dot 

 In a quantum dot system, the dimension information is of most importance 

among the basic parameters. The size of a quantum dot not only determines the energy 

splitting, but also directly relates to the capacitance coupling to the environment. And 

these two values together decide the energy/voltage needed to charge/discharge the 

dot with one extra electron during the measurements.114 Following the same logic, by 

measuring the charging voltage and calculating the coupling capacitance, the size can 

be extracted for a given quantum dot.  

 According to the classical Coulomb blockade theory, the diameter of a disk-

shaped quantum dot can be determined by the following equation:71 

																																																																																																																																												(Eq.3-4)  

Where EC is the charging energy, ε is the vacuum permittivity and εr (= (εair+ εSiO2)/2) is 

the relative permittivity of the surrounding dielectrics. Based on this model, the diameter 

of the quantum dot in this BL-GNR is estimated to be ~ 1µm, which is much larger than 

the whole dimension of the ribbon. The overestimation of the size clearly indicates that 

the disk-shaped model is not suitable for the quantum dot within the BL-GNR.  

 An alternative way to calculate the size of a quantum dot is based on the 

following relationship:114  

1
∆ 																																																																																																															(Eq.3-5) 
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Here, δVG\BG is the voltage spacing between Coulomb oscillation peaks, αG is the back 

gate lever arm, ∆E is the energy splitting and Cdot is the total capacitance of the 

quantum dot. In the case of our BL-GNR, a larger dot size and small energy splitting are 

expected, so Eq. 3-5 can be simplified to: 

1
																																																																																																														(Eq.3-6) 

The relationship between back-gate capacitance CG\BG and total capacitance Ctotal, CBG 

= αG  × Cdot is used in the above simplification. After finding δVBG from the linear fit of the 

peak positions (see Figure 3.10), the gate capacitance CBG can then be estimated by 

Eq. 3-6. Based on the device structure of this BL-GNR (w ~ 50nm, dSiO2 ~ 300nm), the 

gate capacitance per unit length ĈBG including fringing effect can be calculated 

analytically using a method given in reference 108. Finally, we divide CBG by ĈBG to 

obtain the size of the quantum dot.  

As can be seen in Figure 3.10, the fitting of the peak positions give two different 

peak spacing values (δVBG1 ~ 12.65 mV, δVBG2 ~ 11 mV), each corresponding to a back-

gate capacitance value (CBG1 = 1.26×10-7F, CBG2 = 1.45×10-7F). Using the method 

described above, we find a 15% increase of the dot size from 12150nm2 (50nm × 

243nm) to 14000nm2 (50nm × 280nm) upon increasing the back-gate voltage. This 

effect can be explained by the potential landscape model as illustrated in Figure 3.11. 

The increase of the back-gate voltage not only increases the number of electrons in the 

quantum dot but also gradually shifts the Fermi level (EF) to a higher energy level 

relative to the potential landscape. When EF is located at position I (bottom), the 
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quantum dot size is relatively small and results in a large δVBG1. When EF moves to 

position II (top), the quantum dot becomes larger with a smaller δVBG2. 

 

Figure 3.10 Peak position versus peak number for the Coulomb oscillations in the 

BL-GNR.  Peak positions (voltages) obtained from the single curve fittings in Figure 3.7. 

From the linear fittings, two different values of the peak spacing are extracted δVBG1 = 

11mV and δVBG2 = 12.65mV, corresponding to two different quantum dot sizes within 

the studied back-gate range: 14000 nm2 (50 nm × 280 nm) and 12150 nm2 (50 nm × 

243 nm).  

 

Based on this model, the quantum dot in our BL-GNR has a rectangular shape 

with a certain aspect ratio instead of a disk shape. This is decided by the natural shape 

of nanoribbons. Since the quantum dot takes over the whole width of the ribbon, the 

variation in size is mainly from the length. In fact, in the case of the SL-GNRs, single 

quantum dots with similar aspect ratios are also reported.69  
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Figure 3.11 Illustration of the change in quantum dot size. Upon modulation of the 

EF by VBG, the quantum dot becomes larger with smaller peak spacing δVBG2 at EF(II) 

compared to peak spacing δVBG1 at EF(I). (Eg is the combination of the confinement gap 

and the field-induced gap.) 

 

3.2.4 Stability of the quantum dots 

 Another important property of a quantum dot is its stability. It measures how the 

source-drain barriers react to external disturbances, including thermal fluctuations and 

excessive energies. For the spontaneously formed quantum dots in our BL-GNRs, this 

reflects the stability of the potential landscape against these external influences. The 

stability can be quantified by electron temperatures in a quantum dot system. 
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 In case of the thermal stability, the electron temperature Te(th) can be extracted in 

the single Coulomb oscillation peak fitting using Eq. 3-3. As mentioned before, for all the 

peaks, Te(th) has a value ~2.1K with small variations (see Figure 3.7), nearly identical to 

the measurement temperature 1.7K, which proves that the source-drain barriers of the 

quantum dot (from the potential landscape) are stable against thermal fluctuations. 

 

Figure 3.12 Co-tunneling and stability of the quantum dot in BL-GNR. (a) Current 

versus VBG at various VDS. The valley current at the Coulomb blockade state increases 

with VDS. The arrows indicate the Coulomb blockade state shown in panel b. (b) Valley 

current depending on VDS. The effective electron temperature of Te(ex) < 2K is obtained, 

which is nearly identical to the measurement temperature (1.7 K). This indicates that the 

potential profile of the source/drain barriers remains stable at different biases. 

 

 Beside temperature change, excessive energies also can be applied to the 

quantum dots (e.g. by increasing the source-drain bias).120-122 This will cause the co-
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tunneling effect in the quantum dots and raise the valley currents between Coulomb 

oscillation peak. According to the quantum dot theory,120, 121 the dependence of the 

valley current on the applied source-drain bias can be characterized by the following 

equation: 

2 																																																																																	(Eq.3-7) 

Where a is the proportional factor,  GS  and GD are the source and drain conductance, 

and Te(ex) is the effective electron temperature relevant to excess energies.120, 121 By 

fitting all the valley currents with the above equation (two examples shown in Figure 

3.12b), we obtain Te(ex) < 2K, which is also very close to the measurement temperature 

(1.7K) indicating the stability of the potential landscape against increased source-drain 

bias. Since the acoustic phonon scattering is negligible at T = 1.7K, the slight 

discrepancy may be ascribed to electron-electron interactions. 

 The stability of the spontaneously formed quantum dots in BL-GNRs points to a 

potential direction for applications. By intentionally fabricating local top-gates as 

source/drain junctions, electrically confined quantum dots may be achieved in bilayer 

graphene nanoribbons. These devices can be considered as promising candidates for 

single electron transistors (SETs). 

 

 3.3 Comparison with SL-GNRs 

 Finally we discuss several possible distinct properties of quantum dots in bilayer 

graphene nanoribbons compared to those of reported single-layer graphene 

nanoribbons, even though the potential fluctuations are responsible for both cases.69, 71 
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According to theoretical and experimental studies, bilayer graphene has a broader 

distribution function of the carrier concentration at the charge neutrality point (Dirac 

point) for the same amount of charge impurities than that of single-layer graphene 

(Table 1),109, 123, 124 which indicates near the Dirac point, bilayer graphene tends to 

combine areas with different extra carrier densities to form larger puddles, while in 

single-layer graphene there are higher possibilities to find smaller patches with similar 

extra carrier densities. This assists a single dot formation along a wide and long bilayer 

graphene nanoribbon. In addition, the electric field-induced energy gap may further 

increase the tunnel resistance41 and promote quantum dot formation in bilayer graphene 

nanoribbons compared to single-layer graphene nanoribbons. 

 

Table 1 A comparison of the band structure, energy gaps, transport gaps, carrier and 

potential fluctuation and quantum dot size between SLG (SL-GNR) and BLG (BL-GNR). 

The values are taken from various literature and our current work. 

 

 

Dispersion 
relation  

near EF 

Confinement 
Gap 

Field-
Induced 

Gap 

Carrier and 
 Potential  

Fluctuation  
(experiment) a 

Carrier and Potential 
Fluctuation (theory)a 

Transport 
Gap 

Quantum  
Dot Size 

SLG E = ħkυF 

(υF ~106 m/s)40 

∆E ~ ħυF/w 

(6.6 meV, 

 w ~50 nm)65 

N/A 
∆n~ 2.3×1011cm-2 

( ∆Ed~ 50meV)58 

∆n~ 1.2×1011cm-2 

∆Ed~ 36meV 

(at nimp = 1×1011 cm-2)123 

100-200 meV 

 (w ~50 nm)72 

>200 meV 

 (w ~30 nm)69, 70 

7850 nm2  

(w ~30 nm)10 

3000 nm2  

(w ~30 nm)9 

BLG E = ħ2k2/2m* 

(m* ~0.054m0)
41 

∆E ~ 

π2ħ2/m*w2 

(~5.6 meV,  

w ~50 nm)† 

2 meV 

(D ≈ 0.02 

V/nm)49 

∆n~ 3.8×1011cm-2 

( ∆Ed~ 20meV)109 

∆n~ 5.5×1011cm-2 

∆Ed~ 29meV 

 (at nimp = 1×1011 cm-2)123 

87 meV 

(w ~50 nm)‡ 

12150-14000 

nm2 

(w ~50 nm)‡ 
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aThe ∆n is the standard deviation of the carrier density fluctuation; ∆Ed is the corresponding surface 

potential fluctuation, and nimp is the charge impurity concentration. Although ∆Ed is smaller in BLG due to 

the screening effects, BLGs have a wider distribution function of the carrier concentration fluctuation 

(larger ∆n) than SLG because of the difference in dispersion relation.123 bEstimated value. cExperimental 

results. 

3.4 Summary 

In conclusion, we studied the transport properties of back-gated bilayer graphene 

nanoribbons fabricated using nanowire etching masks. The Coulomb diamonds inside 

the transport gap reveal the quantum dot nature of the bilayer graphene nanoribbon. 

The origin of the quantum dot is attributed to the disordered surface potential induced 

by charge impurities and/or edge roughness present along the nanoribbon. By 

extracting the effective temperatures related to thermal broadening and excess 

energies, we find that the potential landscape forming the quantum dot in bilayer 

graphene nanoribbons is stable under thermal fluctuations and energy perturbations. 

Our results lead to the conclusion that for the potential applications of BL-GNRs, the 

disordered surface potential fluctuations need to be reduced either by eliminating the 

charge impurities through the usage of suspended structures,17 a hexagonal-BN 

sacrificial layer, and high-κ dielectrics125, 126 or by minimizing the edge roughness 

utilizing a fabrication scheme with controlled edge roughness.84, 127-130 Alternatively, the 

stability of the potential profile can be exploited by fabricating local top-gates for SET 

devices.  
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Chapter 4 	

Transport properties of dual-gated bilayer graphene nanoribbons 

 

 The field-induced energy gap (∆EFD) is one of the most intriguing properties of 

bilayer graphene.41 In this chapter, the effects of ∆EFD on the transport properties of 

bilayer graphene nanoribbons (BL-GNRs) will be discussed in detail. In order to create 

and control the perpendicular electric displacement field (D) across the graphene layers, 

dual-gated devices (see, Figure 4.1) are fabricated and measured using the process 

described in Chapter 2. Furthermore, to emphasize the different transport behaviors in 

different materials, the same structure is also applied to single-layer graphene, bilayer 

graphene and single-layer graphene nanoribbon devices which are all  measured under 

the same condition.  

 

4.1 Field-induced gap in electrical measurements 

 Unlike the optical methods,47-49 it is hard to directly observe the field-induced gap 

in bilayer graphene samples through electrical measurements, owing to the unavoidable 

surface potential fluctuations. Near the charge neutral point (Dirac point), these potential 

fluctuations tend to smear the effective energy gap to a much smaller value than the 

actual ∆EFD, so that the device resistance will not be high enough to block the current. 

On the contrary, in the case of optical measurements, this effect only increases the 

broadening of the resonance peaks but not their positions, which makes it possible to 
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identify the accurate energy. For this particular reason, an indirect indicator must be 

used to show the signature of the field-induced gap in electrical measurements.  

 

Figure 4.1 Schematic device structure and measurement setup of dual-gated BL-

GNRs. The back-gate dielectric is a 300 nm thick thermally grown SiO2. The top gate 

dielectric is an ALD grown Al2O3 layer (18 nm for BL-GNR G222C and 20 nm for 

G246K).  A frequency of 1k Hz and an AC voltage of δVDS = 100 μV are used for the 

lock-in measurements at 1.7 K.  

 

4.1.1 Field-induced gap in bilayer graphene devices 

 To demonstrate the existence of the field-induced gap in our bilayer graphene 

samples, we first compare the measurement results from dual-gated bilayer graphene 

devices and single-layer graphene devices, as shown in Figure 4.2. On each R ~ VTG 

curve, the resistance reaches its maximum value (Rmax) at the charge neutral point, 
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indicating the carrier density here is adjusted to be zero by the modulation from both 

gates. On the energy diagrams, the Fermi level is right at the Dirac point of the single-

layer and bilayer graphene film (at the center of the field-induced gap of the bilayer 

graphene film with a none-zero D field), as shown in Figure 4.2 (c), (d) & (e). The top-

gate voltage at this point is defined as VTG
Dirac.  

 

Figure 4.2 Signatures of ∆EFD in bilayer graphene devices. (a) R ~ VTG curves at 

different VBG of a single-layer graphene device (G125A). Rmax remains near constant 

while VTG
Dirac moves with VBG. (b) R ~ VTG curves at different VBG of a bilayer graphene 
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device (G134C). Both Rmax and VTG
Dirac change with VBG. Measurements were 

conducted at T = 77K for both (a) & (b). (c) Band diagrams at the charge neutral points 

in single-layer graphene. (d) & (e) Band diagrams at the charge neutral point in bilayer 

graphene when the perpendicular electric displacement D = 0 V/nm (d) and D	 	0 

V/nm (e). Only the low energy subbands are shown, and the potential difference 

between layers is set to 0.2 eV.  

 

It is clear that in both single-layer and bilayer graphene, VTG
Dirac has different 

values depending on VBG. This can be easily understood from the capacitance-coupling 

point of view, where the carrier density can be calculated from the following equation: 

																																																																																																	Eq.(4-1) 

Here, Qtot is the total carrier density, Q0 is the carrier density at zero gate bias, d is the 

thickness of each gate and ε is the permittivity of the gate dielectric. At the charge 

neutral point (VTG = VTG
Dirac), Qtot = 0. So 

																																																																																														Eq.(4-2) 

is a function of VBG. This equation holds for both single-layer and bilayer graphene, in a 

similar fashion to the dependence of the threshold voltage on the doping concentration 

in regular semiconductor devices,131 except that here the doping is controlled by VBG.  

What is different is the behavior of Rmax. Rmax remains near constant in single-layer 

graphene devices, but changes drastically in bilayer graphene devices for different 
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back-gate voltages. The reason is the changes in the D field and the corresponding 

band structure modification in bilayer graphene. For a Given VBG, the value of VTG
Dirac 

can be calculated by Eq. (4-2). And the apparent electric displacement field at the 

charge neutral point (where VTG = VTG
Dirac) is  

2⁄
																																																																																																		Eq. (4-3) 

where VTG
Dirac

(0) is the top-gate voltage of the charge neutral point when VBG = 0 V. So 

the D field is also a function of the back-gate voltage. The changing of the D field does 

not affect the band structure of the single-layer graphene, except a parallel shift on the 

energy axes, so Rmax will not change. But in the case of bilayer graphene, even though 

the Fermi level always stays at the center of the gap, the sizes of the gap are modulated 

greatly by D. Thus, the Rmax increases with D (VBG). The VBG modulation of the Rmax is a 

distinct signature of the ∆EFD in bilayer graphene devices.46  

 Based on Eq. (4-1) and Eq. (4-2), the D field at the charge neutral point can also 

be calculated by the following equation, which gives the same results as Eq. (4-3), 

2⁄
																																																																																																		Eq. (4-4) 

where VBG
Dirac

(0) is the back-gate voltage of the charge neutral point when VTG = 0 V. 

 

4.1.2 Field-induced gap in bilayer graphene nanoribbon devices 

 For the case of BL-GNRs, as aforementioned in Chapter 3, the transport gap 

(∆ETR) will be formed at low temperatures. Hence, it is impossible to find out the position 
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of VTG
Dirac and the maximum resistance value. To compare with bilayer graphene 

devices, we first measure the BL-GNRs at liquid nitrogen temperature (77K), Figure 

4.3a. The signature of ∆EFD, i.e., the change of Rmax with VBG, remains in our BL-GNR 

devices, which indicates the field-induced gap still exists in the ribbon scale. As a 

reference, measurement results from a SL-GNR device are also plotted in Figure 4.3b. 

The key features have been inherited from single-layer graphene devices (i.e., VTG
Dirac 

moves with VBG, Rmax remains near constant), only the resistance value drops owing to 

the reduced device width.  

 

Figure 4.3 Signature of ∆EFD in BL-GNRs. R ~ VTG curves of a BL-GNR device 

G222C (a) and a SL-GNR device G229A (b) with different VBG bias. Measurements 

were conducted at liquid nitrogen temperature (77K) to show VTG
Dirac and Rmax in the 

graphene nanoribbons.  
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4.2 Transport Gap (∆ETR) in dual-gated BL-GNRs 

 

Figure 4.4 Conductance dependence on VBG and VTG in BL-GNRs and SL-GNRs. 

(a) Typical measurement results from dual-gated BL-GNRs (G222C). The size of ∆ETR 

increases with D field, while the oscillation peaks (spikes) reduce. The perpendicular 

displacement field D is calculated from Eq. 4-3. (b) Measurement results from a dual-

gate SL-GNR (G229A). Both ∆ETR and the oscillation peaks remain the same at 

(a)
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BL-GNR
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different VBG. The white dash lines mark the measured VTG
Dirac at different back-gate 

voltages. T = 1.7 K for both measurements. 

 

After confirming the existence of ∆EFD in BL-GNRs, we reduce the temperature 

to pumped liquid helium temperature (1.7K) and adjust both top-gate and back-gate to 

control the D field across the graphene layers. The typical conductance dependence on 

VTG and VBG at VDS = 0 from our measurements is plotted in Figure 4.4a. For the 

purpose of comparison, similar measurement results from a dual-gated SL-GNR are 

presented at the same time in Figure 4.4b. 

There are three observations that can be made from this color map. First, the 

position of the transport gap moves with VBG. This is consistent with the fact that at 

higher temperatures, the position of VTG
Dirac changes with the VBG (Figure 4.3a), since 

the transport gap has to form around the VTG
Dirac. And this also can be seen in the 

measurement results from the SL-GNR. Second, the gapped region in the top-gate 

direction changes its size at different VBG. Third, the oscillations, represented by the 

small spikes within the blue (gapped) region also have different densities at different 

VBG. The last two features cannot be found in the map from the SL-GNR. They are 

unique to dual gated BL-GNRs and they can only come from the coupling between the 

two layers.  
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4.2.1 Size of the transport gap 

 To quantify the dependence of the transport gap size on the electric field/field-

induced gap, we extracted the value of the gap on the energy scale from each G ~ VTG 

curve by replacing ĈBG and ∆VBG with CTG and ∆VBG in Eq. 3-1. For comparison 

purpose, the estimated ∆ETR is plotted in Figure 4.5 (blue dots) together with the values 

of the field-induced gap (∆EFD) obtained from reference 43 based on the density 

functional theory (DFT) calculation (red line).  

 

Figure 4.5 Transport gap and field-induced gap versus electric field in BL-GNRs. 

The values of the transport gap ∆ETR (blue dots) are extracted from Figure 4.4a (BL-

GNR G222C). The perpendicular displacement field is calculated using Eq. 4-3. The 

values of the field induced gap values ∆EFD (red line) are from DFT calculation.43  
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 From the plot, we can see that in the high field regime, ∆ETR can be larger than 

∆EFD, and they both decreases with the D field. However, once the field reduces to 

around 0.6 V/nm in this device, ∆ETR remains around 35 meV while ∆EFD continues 

dropping to zero.  

 

4.2.2 Oscillation peaks within the transport gap 

 

Figure 4.6 Average conductance in the transport gap versus the electric field. The 

average conductance values are extracted from Figure 4.4a (BL-GNR G222C). 

 

In the case of the oscillation peaks, the averaging conductance within the gapped 

region (<Gg>) is adapted to quantify the density of the oscillations. This method has 

previously been used in the case of SL-GNRs to measure the number of  the oscillation 

peaks and their average strength.132 As shown in Figure 4.6, in BL-GNR G222C, <Gg> 
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has an inverse dependence on the D field compared to ∆ETR. It remains a relatively low 

value (0.02 ~ 0.04 µS) in the high field regime, and increases to a higher value (~ 0.1 

µS) when D reduces to below 0.6 V/nm. 

 The dependence of the oscillation peaks on the D field can be further illustrated 

by examining the individual G ~ VTG curves under different D fields, as shown in Figure 

4.7. At a high D field (~ 1V/nm), there is a part within the transport gap that is nearly free 

of oscillation peaks, except only around the edges of the transport gap (Figure 4.7c). 

When the D field gets lower, the oscillation peaks start to increase. At D = 0.6V/nm, 

multiple peaks are observed (Figure 4.7b). As the D field approaches zero (see Figure 

4.7a), the peaks become denser and higher, even causing the lowest measured 

conductance to become higher than the high field value.  

 

Figure 4.7 Evolution of the oscillation peaks with the changing D field. Measured 

individual G ~VTG curves from BL-GNR G222C at different perpendicular displacement 

field, D = 0.2V/nm, 0.6V/nm and 1V/nm. Clear differences in the oscillation peaks are 

observed. 
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It is worth noting that a direct observation like this (Figure 4.7 a, b &c) is not 

common in our BL-GNRs, because of the different disorder levels possessed by the BL-

GNRs fabricated using current method. For the same reason, absolute values of the 

transport gap and average conductance vary from device to device. This can be seen 

from another BL-GNR sample (G246K) we fabricated using the same process, but the 

overall trend of ∆EF and <Gg> dependences on D/∆EFD remains the same in both 

devices, Figure 4.8. 

 

Figure 4.8 Field dependence of the Transport gap and the average conductance in 

BL-GNR G246K. (a) Transport gap ∆ETR (red squares) and Field induced gap ∆EFD 

(blue line) dependence on the D field. Inset: color map, G ~ VTG and D. (b) Averaging 

conductance within the transport gap, <Ggap> versus ∆EFD.  
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4.2.3 Interaction between the potential landscape and the field induced gap. 

 As we pointed out in Chapter 3, the disorders-induced potential landscape 

governs the transport properties in BL-GNRs, including both the transport gap and the 

oscillation peaks. The existence of the disorders, hence the potential landscape, 

remains in the dual-gated BL-GNRs, since the top-gate process does not involve any 

possible steps to remove them. This is also proved by the existence of the transport gap 

and the oscillation peaks in the G ~ VTG curves. At the same time, based on the analysis 

in this chapter, these properties are also deeply affected by the field-induced gap. Thus, 

we believe that the overall transport behavior in dual-gated BL-GNRs is the result of the 

interaction between the potential landscape and the field-induced gap.   

 

Figure 4.9 Interaction between the potential landscape and the field induced gap 

in BL-GNRs. (a) At a high D field with large ∆EFD, when EF in between the conduction 

and valence band landscapes, the ‘oscillation-free’ behavior can be observed. (b) When 

EF crosses the potential landscape, oscillation peaks appear near the edges of the 

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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transport gap. (c) At reduced ∆EFD, the potential landscapes from conduction and 

valence band reach a similar level, the ‘oscillation free’ part disappears. (d) At a low D 

field with small ∆EFD, the potential landscape dominates the transport. This is a 

resemblance to the back-gated BL-GNRs described in Chapter 3.  

 

As a result, some modifications must be made to the model presented in Figure 

3.11. The small real energy gap Eg, can be much larger in dual-gated BL-GNRs 

because of ∆EFD, which also changes with the D fields. The potential landscape 

superimposed onto this energy gap forms the total band diagram of dual-gated BL-

GNRs, as shown in Figure 4.9. 

Based on this physical picture, changes in the transport gap size and the 

average conductance can be explained. At low temperatures, an insulating state 

appears, when the Fermi level comes cross either the real energy gap or passes 

through the fluctuating potential landscape. In a system with both the energy gap and 

the potential fluctuation, such as a BL-GNR, the dominant factor is determined by the 

relative strength between these two effects, which may vary under different conditions. 

 In the high field regime, ∆EFD is large, so is the total gapped region (∆ETR). If the 

potential fluctuation is small enough compared to ∆EFD, EF can actually come across the 

real energy gap region (Figure 4.9a), giving the oscillation-free part in the G ~ VTG 

curves, corresponding to the situation in Figure 4.7c. Oscillation peaks occur only near 

the edges of the transport gap, when EF passes the potential landscape (Figure 4.9b). 

At this stage, the large ∆EFD dominates, so the transport gap changes its size with 
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∆EFD, i.e., decreasing as the D field reduces. When ∆EFD reaches a smaller value, the 

bottom of the conduction band fluctuation can be near the similar level with the top of 

the valence band fluctuation (Figure 4.9c). The oscillation peaks increase within the 

transport gap and the oscillation-free part disappears in the corresponding G ~ VTG 

curve, as shown in Figure 4.7b. As ∆EFD keeps reducing, the potential landscape starts 

to dominate the transport (Figure 4.9d). Since the potential fluctuation is coming from 

the disorders, which will not be strongly affected by ∆EFD, the size of the transport gap 

does not have large variations in this regime; neither do the density of the oscillation 

peaks. 

 It is worth mentioning that in device G222C, the fluctuation in the potential 

landscape is relatively small compared to the highest reachable ∆EFD, which explains 

the small ∆ETR near zero D field and the oscillation-free part in the G ~ VTG curve, 

shown in Figure 4.9a&b. This is not the case for BL-GNR G246K where only situations 

in Figure 4.9c&d are observed.  

 

4.2.4 Activation energy in dual-gated BL-GNRs  

Another possible way of extracting an energy gap is to monitor the temperature 

dependence of the conductance. In the case of an ideal defect-free insulator, thermally 

activated transport is expected. The conductance relates to the temperature with the 

following equation: 

	 ∝ 																																																																																																																																													Eq.(4-5) 
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where k is Boltzmann’s constant and Ea is the activation energy, corresponding to half 

the band-gap. 

 

Figure 4.10 Activation energies in BL-GNRs under different D fields. (a) Linear 

fittings of ln(G) ~ 1/T in BL-GNR G246K. Two examples are presented for D = 0 V/nm 

(red dots) and D = 0.8 V/nm (blue squares) in this particular device. (b) Band-gap (2Ea) 

estimated from the activation energy versus the D field in this BL-GNR. The 

corresponding field-induced gap (∆EFD) values are listed as the top axes.  
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energy gap obtained by this method (2Ea) is much smaller compared to the theoretical 

field-induced gap (Figure 4.10b). Similar large discrepancies have been reported in SL-

GNRs, where the nearest-neighbor-hopping process is interpreted as the cause of this 

simple activation behavior, instead of a real energy gap.72 Considering the disorders 

and the possible quantum dot states in our BL-GNRs, we believe this is also the reason 

for the observed Ea behavior in our experiments. Furthermore, the extracted Ea shows 

similar dependence on the D field as ∆ETR, which corroborates the physical model we 

presented in Figure 4.9, indicating the hopping energy increases with ∆EFD in the high D 

field region and remains nearly unaffected when the potential landscape dominates. 

 

Figure 4.11 Temperature dependence of the conductance in the low T regime. 

Measured average conductance (in natural logarithm scale) within the transport gap at 

various temperatures from BL-GNR G246K. The red line is a fit to 1D variable range 

hopping.  
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It is also worth noting that in the low temperature regime, the ln(G) ~ 1/T curves 

deviate from the Eq. (4-5). Instead, the temperature dependence behavior follows G ~ 

exp(-(T0/T)1/2), (see Figure 4.11a). This indicates the 1D variable range hopping (VRH) 

nature of the transport, which can also be explained by the disorder-induced random 

potential landscape. 133  

 

4.3 Summary  

 In this chapter, we studied the effects of the perpendicular electric field and the 

field-induced gap on the transport properties of bilayer graphene nanoribbons by 

fabricating and measuring dual-gated devices. The existence of the field induced gap is 

proved by similar behaviors compared to bilayer graphene devices at high 

temperatures. At low temperatures, changing of the transport gap size and the 

oscillation strength are uniquely observed in dual-gated BL-GNR devices. The 

dependences of both ∆ETR and <Gg> on the electric displacement field reveal the 

interaction between the field-induced gap and the potential landscape at different field 

ranges. In the high field regime, the large field-induced gap governs the transport 

properties, while the potential landscape becomes the dominant factor in the low field 

regime. 
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Chapter 5 	

Conclusion 

 

 This thesis is motivated by the rising of the graphene electronic and the potential 

applications of bilayer graphene nanoribbons and focuses on understanding the basic 

transport properties of BL-GNRs.  

In the fabrication process (Chapter 2), we use Raman spectra to select A-B 

stacking bilayer graphene films among the mechanical exfoliated graphene samples. 

Nanowire masks and the oxygen plasma etching are then used to pattern bilayer 

graphene nanoribbons. For dual-gated devices, we use evaporated Al thin layer, 

followed by the ALD grown Al2O3 for the top-gate dielectric.  

In back-gated bilayer graphene nanoribbon devices (Chapter 3), large transport 

gaps appear in the transport measurements, which exceeds the size of the possible 

confinement gap and the field-induced gap. This indicates the important role of the 

disorders in the transport. Inside the transport gap, Coulomb diamonds and oscillations 

suggest the existence of spontaneously formed quantum dots in bilayer graphene 

nanoribbons. A physical picture based on the relative movement between the Fermi 

level and the disorder-induced potential landscape is successfully used to explain the 

observed transport behaviors.  

For  the spontaneously form quantum dots in bilayer graphene nanoribbons, the 

electron temperatures related to thermal fluctuations and excessive energies are both 
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very close to the measurement temperature, which is a clear indication of the stability of 

the source/drain barriers of the quantum dot. This, in turn, proves the stability of the 

potential landscape against the thermal fluctuation and the source/drain bias, which can 

be beneficial to the possible applications of bilayer graphene nanoribbons. 

In the dual-gated bilayer graphene nanoribbon devices (Chapter 4), the evolution 

of the transport gap with the perpendicular electric field shows its distinguish signature 

compared to single-layer graphene nanoribbons. In the high field regime, the transport 

gap follows the trend of the field-induced gap with an energy difference varying from 

sample to sample, while remains near constant in the low field regime. This suggests 

the superposition of the potential landscape and the field-induced gap in bilayer 

graphene nanoribbons. The field dependence of the averaging conductance inside the 

transport gap and the extracted activation energy can also be explained based on this 

model. These newly observed effects not only further corroborate our previous 

understanding (the potential landscape picture) based on the back-gated bilayer 

graphene nanoribbons, but also extended the knowledge to the interaction between the 

field-induced gap and the existing potential landscape. 

 Based on our studies, in order to utilize bilayer graphene nanoribbons, the 

disorder-induced potential landscape needs to be either removed/reduced (by dielectric 

screening, suspended structures and better etching methods) or properly controlled (by 

fabricating local gates). And a symmetrical dual-gated structure (i.e. using thin high-κ 

dielectric for both gates) may be able to achieve more efficient modulation of the field-

induced gap in the electrical measurements. Although many potential problems still 
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remain unsolved, our study from the basic transport property point of view is a good 

start for the future applications of bilayer graphene nanoribbons.   
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